
 

Dexlab Inc. is a DeFi Blockchain Studio specialized in the integrated design and development of               

decentralized applications. This proposal indicates Dexlab’s commitment to take on a leadership            

development role with PieDAO for the next 3 years, following a roadmap definition to be submitted on a                  

semi-annual basis to PieDAO for approval through on-chain governance voting. 

 

The Dexlab team is composed of experienced professionals and members of the DeFi ecosystem having               

already deeply contributed to the early set-up and development of PieDAO, highly passionate and              

committed to make the PieDAO vision a reality. The proposing team has a proven track record of delivery,                  

having notably launched, among other products, Dexwallet.io, Ddai.dexwallet.io, Dexpay.me,         

Defitracker.io. 

Our proposal to take on the lead role for PieDAO’s development would include Dexlab’s responsibility for                

the next 3 years over the following domains: 

- Project Management and orchestration of the entire development scope to comply           

with the milestones given with budget responsibility; 

- Technical Design, Development and Maintenance of the PieDAO infrastructure; 

- Talent & resource sourcing and management; 

- Technical Development and Integration with third party protocols of ad-hoc          

solutions for future PIEs; 

- Functional advisory for the development of future PIEs voted as per PieDAO’s            

governance; 

- Research and development of Interoperability solutions, with particular focus on          

improved UI and streamlined liquidity aggregation; 

- Launch and promotion of Bounty programs for the externalization of development           

tasks; 

- Domain and required subscription management on behalf of PieDAO; 

- Contracting of Technical Auditors in charge for multiple code-validation milestones  

- Development of ad-hoc onboarding solution to streamline the general awareness of           

PieDAO; 

- PieDAO C0mmunity coordination, with appointment of required resources for         

glocal community building; 

 

 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/12JU6SLuLT6VFv8j9LapPY1adEDuEpEaE/view?usp=sharing


 

- Continuous update and improvement of documentation for developers; 

- Production of Design materials and educational contents for a broader audience’           

sensibilisation; 

Dexlab will also make sure PieDAO will be properly represented across the DeFi community, ensuring its                

exposure to the most appropriate meet-ups, hackathons, events and publications globally. 

The above development efforts would be invoiced at an agreed rate and submitted on a monthly basis to                  

PieDAO to be approved for compensation by governance’s voting. 
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